Hydro Cable Systems Ltd

Composite Cables:
Electrical, Optical and Hybrid Subsea Underwater Cables
Hydro Cable Systems Ltd design and manufacture Electrical, Optical and Hybrid composite subsea cables from its manufacturing HQ in Aberdeen, Scotland.

Our in house engineered and developed subsea cable technology is at the forefront of harsh environment requirements. Our products have been extensively tested both internally and externally and are field proven on major local, national and international projects.

Our Electrical Engineers and Technicians are fully trained and certified on our equipment by City & Guilds.

Features
Hydro Cable Systems stock and offer the following:

- Power Cables (Underwater / Subsea)
- High Voltage Cables
- Composite Underwater Communication Cables
- Underwater TV and Video Cables
- Strain Bearing Cables
- Composite Optical / Electrical Cables
- Armoured Cables
- Tethers
- Umbilicals
- Neutrally Buoyant, Positively Buoyant or Negatively Buoyant Cables and Tethers
- Polyurethane or Polyethylene Jacketed Cables
- Specialist Cable Design Service

By utilising our stocked cable we are able to manufacture complete cable harnesses at very short notice and are also able to supply short lengths to customers for system trials and system design proofing.